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ABSTRACT

We describe the AIST Dance Video Database (AIST Dance
DB), a shared database containing original street dance
videos with copyright-cleared dance music. Although danc-
ing is highly related to dance music and dance informa-
tion can be considered an important aspect of music in-
formation, research on dance information processing has
not yet received much attention in the Music Information
Retrieval (MIR) community. We therefore developed the
AIST Dance DB as the first large-scale shared database
focusing on street dances to facilitate research on a variety
of tasks related to dancing to music. It consists of 13,939
dance videos covering 10 major dance genres as well as
60 pieces of dance music composed for those genres. The
videos were recorded by having 40 professional dancers
(25 male and 15 female) dance to those pieces. We care-
fully designed this database so that it can cover both solo
dancing and group dancing as well as both basic choreogra-
phy moves and advanced moves originally choreographed
by each dancer. Moreover, we used multiple cameras sur-
rounding a dancer to simultaneously shoot from various
directions. The AIST Dance DB will foster new MIR tasks
such as dance-motion genre classification, dancer identi-
fication, and dance-technique estimation. We propose a
dance-motion genre-classification task and developed four
baseline methods of identifying dance genres of videos in
this database. We evaluated these methods by extracting
dancer body motions and training their classifiers on the
basis of long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural
network models and support-vector machine (SVM) mod-
els.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community started
with standard music information such as musical audio
signals and musical scores, and then extended its scope to
other types of music-related multimodal information such
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Figure 1. Snapshots of AIST Dance Video Database (AIST
Dance DB), which features multiple genres (10 major
dance genres), multiple dancers (solo and group danc-
ing by 40 professional dancers), and multiple cameras (at
most 9 video cameras surrounding a dancer). These color
snapshots are cropped to enlarge dancers in videos.

as images, videos, lyrics, and social-media data. Since
dance music – a popular target of MIR research [7, 19,
20, 22, 33, 40, 42, 46, 55, 61, 66, 80] – is originally written
for dance and has a strong connection to dance motions,
dance information, that is, any kind of information related
to dance, such as dance music, dance motions, and dancers,
can be considered an important aspect of music information
that the MIR community should cover. Research on dance
motions, however, has not yet received much attention in
the community. The goal of this research is to develop a
dance information database including original dance videos
with copyright-cleared dance music and make it publicly
available to the community so that research on dance can
attract more attention in the community and new MIR tasks
related to dance can emerge in the future.

As a sub-area of MIR research, we propose defining
dance information processing as meaning various types
of processing and research related to dance information.
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First, it is necessary for dance information processing to
handle dance music. There have been studies on tradi-
tional dance tunes [7, 22, 40, 61], electronic dance mu-
sic [19, 42, 46, 55, 66, 80, 82], and dance-music classifi-
cation [20, 33]. Second, it is important for dance infor-
mation processing to advance research related to dance
motions. There have been various related studies such as
on dance-motion choreography generation driven by mu-
sic [2, 28, 29, 32, 52, 53, 73], rhythm estimation from dance
motions in dance videos [18], music retrieval by dance mo-
tions [75], controlling music tempo by dance motions [37],
dance-motion identification [60], and dance-motion genre
classification [43]. In addition, research on dance motions
could have good synergy with research on performer mo-
tions made during musical performances [30, 47, 48, 51, 67]
since both deal with music-related human body move-
ments. This emerging field of dance information processing,
however, has lacked a large systematic dance information
database that is available to researchers for common use
and research purposes.

We therefore built the AIST Dance Video Database (AIST
Dance DB), the first large-scale copyright-cleared database
focusing on street dances (Figure 1). The AIST Dance DB
consists of 13,939 original dance videos covering 10 major
street dance genres (break, pop, lock, waack, middle hip-
hop, LA-style hip-hop, house, krump, street jazz, and ballet
jazz) and 60 original pieces of dance music composed for
these genres, each having 6 different musical pieces with
different tempi. We had 40 professional dancers (25 male
and 15 female), each having more than 5 years of dance ex-
perience, dance to those pieces. In addition to 13,890 videos
for which each of the 10 genres has 1,380 videos, we added
49 videos that cover 3 typical dancing situations (showcase,
cypher, and battle) in which a group of dancers enjoy danc-
ing. The database is carefully designed to cover both solo
dancing (12,990 videos) and group dancing (949 videos) as
well as both basic choreography moves (10,800 videos) and
advanced moves (3,139 videos) originally choreographed
by each dancer. We used at most nine video cameras sur-
rounding a dancer to simultaneously shoot from various
directions.

To the best of our knowledge, such street dance videos
have not been available to researchers, so they will become
valuable research materials to be analyzed in diverse ways
and used for various machine-learning purposes. For exam-
ple, the AIST Dance DB will foster new MIR tasks such
as dance-motion genre classification, dancer identification,
and dance-technique estimation. As a basic task of dance
information processing, we propose a dance-motion genre-
classification task for street dances. We developed four
baseline methods for identifying dance genres of a subset
of the dance videos in this database and evaluated them by
extracting dancer body motions and training their classifiers
on the basis of long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent
neural network models and support vector machine (SVM)
models. In our preliminary experiments, we tested the meth-
ods on 210 dance videos of 10 genres done with 30 dancers
and found that dance genres were identified with a high ac-

curacy of 91.4% when a 32-sec excerpt was given; however,
the accuracy dropped to 56.6% when a 0.67-sec excerpt was
given. These results can be used as a baseline performance
for this task.

2. RELATED WORK

Since the importance of research databases has been widely
recognized in various research fields, researchers interested
in dance have also spent considerable effort on building
dance-related databases [62]. For example, the Martial Arts,
Dancing and Sports Dataset [82] has six videos for both
the hip-hop and jazz dance genres. These videos were
shot from three directions, and the video data includes
depth information. However, six videos for each genre
is not enough for some tasks, and the videos do not contain
enough professional dance motions to effectively express
the characteristics of each genre. Several relatively small
dance datasets have also been published [14, 17, 63, 79].

Some databases not only have dance videos but also
provide different types of sensor data. Stavrakis et al. [70]
published the Dance Motion Capture Database, which pro-
vides high-quality motion capture data as well as dance
videos. This database includes Greek and Cypriot dances,
contemporary dances, and many other dances such as fla-
menco, the belly dance, salsa, and hip-hop. Tang et al. [72]
also used a motion capture system to build a dance dataset
that contains four dance genres: cha-cha, tango, rumba,
and waltz. Essid et al. [23] published a dance dataset that
consists of videos of 15 salsa dancers, each performing 2 to
5 fixed choreographies. They were captured using a Kinect
camera and five cameras. This dataset is unique since all
video data contain inertial sensor (accelerometer + gyro-
scope + magnemeter) data captured from multiple sensors
on the dancers’ bodies. All these databases, however, do not
handle street dance videos performed by multiple dancers
and recorded with multiple camera directions.

Although YouTube-8M [1] and Music Video Dataset
[65] were not built for research on dance, the former con-
tains 181,579 dance videos and the latter contains 1,600
music videos including dance-focused videos. It is diffi-
cult to use these videos for dance information processing
because the videos are not organized from this viewpoint.
In comparison, the AIST Dance DB contains videos that
are systematically recorded and organized to have attributes
such as dance genre names, the names of basic dance moves,
labels of dance situations, and information on dancers and
musical pieces.

3. AIST DANCE VIDEO DB

3.1 Design policy

We designed the AIST Dance DB by considering the fol-
lowing three important points.

• Suite of video files of original dance and audio files
of copyright-cleared dance music
To analyze and investigate the relationships between
a musical piece and the dance motions that go along
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Figure 2. Overview of AIST Dance DB. Each of 10 dance genres has 1,389 videos that consist of 4 categories: Basic
Dance (120 dances in 1,080 videos for basic genre-specific dance moves with 4 impressions (ChoreoType): intense, loose,
hard, and soft), Advanced Dance (21 dances in 189 videos for advanced dance moves originally choreographed by each
individual dancer), Group Dance (10 dances in 90 videos for group dance done with 3 dancers having different original
choreographies), and Moving Camera (10 dances in 30 dolly-shot videos with moving camera). Other 49 Situation Videos
consist of Showcase (3 dances in 24 videos assuming stage dance performances done by 10 dancers in front of audiences),
Cypher (2 dances in 10 videos where 10 dancers line up in a circle and keep dancing in turns), and Battle (3 dances in 15
videos where 2 dancers face each other and dance).

with the piece, we first asked professional musicians
to create pieces of dance music in different genres for
our database, then recorded dance videos in which pro-
fessional dancers danced while listening to one of the
musical pieces. As a result, each video includes not
only dance motions but also the musical piece used as
background music.

• Variety of dance genres and choreographies
Since processing diverse dance information would re-
quire a variety of genres and choreographies, we ensured
such a variety by including 10 dance genres, 40 male
and female dancers, different numbers of dancers (solo
dancing and group dancing), different choreographies,
and different levels of difficulty in choreography (basic
choreography moves and original advanced moves).

• Shooting from various directions
To analyze the same dance motions from different views
and angles, we used multiple video cameras surrounding
a dancer so that the cameras can simultaneously shoot
from various directions. Even if some body parts cannot
be seen from the front camera, they can be seen from
the back camera.

3.2 Contents

An overview of the AIST Dance DB is shown in Figure 2.
We built it on the basis of the design policy discussed in
Section 3.1. The AIST Dance DB consists of 1,618 street

dances in 13,939 videos: 13,890 videos of 10 street dance
genres and an additional 49 Situation Videos of 3 different
situations. The dance genres were decided in consultation
with experts on street dances and divided into Old School
styles (break, pop, lock, and waack), which are dance styles
from about the 1970s to 1990s, and New School styles
(middle hip-hop, LA-style hip-hop, house, krump, street
jazz, and ballet jazz), which are dance styles since about
the 1990s.

The database also includes 60 musical pieces that are
categorized into 10 dance genres. The tempi of the 6 pieces
for each genre except for house were set to 80, 90, 100, 110,
120, and 130 beats per minute (BPM); the tempi of the 6
pieces for house were set to 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, and
135 BPM since slow tempi are not fitting for house.

To cover choreographic variations within dance genres,
we had 40 professional dancers (25 male and 15 female)
participate in video recordings in a professional studio. At
least three dancers were assigned to each genre. All dancers
had more than 5 years of dance experience. All videos
were recorded in full color, although dancers mainly wore
monotone clothing when dancing.

For each of the 10 dance genres, we recorded a total of
1,380 videos consisting of 1,080 basic choreography dance
videos, 189 advanced choreography dance videos, 90 group
dance videos, and 30 dance videos with a moving camera
for dolly-in and dolly-out shots. All camera positions were
fixed except for the moving camera. As shown in Figure
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2, we also recorded 49 Situation Videos that consist of 24
videos for showcase, 10 videos for cypher, and 15 videos
for battle. Dancers were asked to choreograph their dance
to fit the given genre. Basically, each choreography was
shot in one take; however, it was taken again when there
was a clear mistake. The location of the front camera was
designed carefully to capture the full body of the dancer,
and the other cameras were located to capture as much
of the dancer’s body as possible except for group dance.
This database is available at https://aistdancedb.
ongaaccel.jp.

4. DANCE-MOTION GENRE CLASSIFICATION

To illustrate the utility of the AIST Dance DB, we tackled
the dance-motion genre-classification task. Since genre
classification of music is a popular research topic in the MIR
community, genre classification of dance motions could be
a good starting point, which would also have applications
such as personalized dance-video recommendation.

We developed four baseline methods to provide baseline
results. We investigated four research questions the answers
of which could contribute to research on dance-motion
genre classification: (RQ1) “Can we classify the 10 genres
by using their video frames only?”, (RQ2) “How many
video frames should be used to train a model?”, (RQ3) “Is
the ease of classification different by dance genre?”, and
(RQ4) “Can beat positions help improve classification ac-
curacy?”.

4.1 Experimental Conditions

As a dataset for our experiments, we created a subset of the
advanced choreography dance videos. The dataset consists
of 210 dance videos shot from the front camera only and
covers the 10 dance genres. Each genre has 21 dance videos
by 3 dancers, each of whom uses 7 original choreographies.
In total, the dataset covers 210 different choreographies by
30 different dancers. The musical piece in each video has
64 beats (4 beats × 16 measures in four-four time), where
the term “beat” denotes a quarter note.

We split 210 dance videos into a training set (126 videos),
a validation set (14 videos), and a test set (70 videos). For
each genre, 14 videos by two dancers were used for the
training and validation sets, and 7 videos by the remaining
dancer was used for the test set. Every dancer and every
choreography in the training and validation sets thus does
not appear in the test set.

4.2 Methods

An overview of our baseline methods is shown in Figure 3.
Each method is trained to classify an excerpt of the input
video into one of the 10 dance genres. In the first step of
motion-feature extraction, we use the OpenPose library [12]
to estimate the dancer’s skeleton (body pose and motion) in
all video frames (60 frames per second). This can reduce
the dependency on the AIST Dance DB since the estimated
body pose and motion do not have original RGB pixel
information.

Since both pose and motion are important elements that
characterize dancing, we obtain dancer poses by calculating
21 joint angles from the skeleton per video frame. Each
joint angle is then converted into two dimensional values
θx and θy by calculating the sine and cosine of the angles
to make the distance calculation between angular values
easier. As a result, we convert the 21-dimensional angular
values into a 42-dimensional feature vector. Let us represent
this feature vector at the n-th frame of the i-th video as
v

(i)
θ (n)(1 ≤ n ≤ N (i) and 1 ≤ i ≤ I), where N (i) is

the number of frames in the i-th video and I is the number
of videos in the dataset. When some joints in the video
have not been detected, we substitute zeros for the values
that correspond to the undetected joints. Our methods then
represent the body motions by calculating the velocity and
acceleration between frames. The velocity v

(i)
∆θ(n) and

acceleration v(i)
∆2θ(n) at the n-th frame are calculated as

follows:

v
(i)
∆θ(n) = v

(i)
θ (n)− v

(i)
θ (n− 1), (1)

v
(i)
∆2θ(n) = v

(i)
∆θ(n)− v

(i)
∆θ(n− 1). (2)

We then concatenate the above three: v(i)
θ (n), v(i)

∆θ(n), and
v

(i)
∆2θ(n), into one 126-dimensional vector v(i)(n).

In the second step, we aggregate the 126-dimensional
vectors representing body motions within a unit (temporal
interval) determined if using beat positions or not. All beat
positions are automatically determined by the tempo of each
musical piece. Below are the details of the two methods:

• Adaptive method: when using beat positions, the vectors
are aggregated within four kinds of tempo-dependent
variable length units: we used one, two, three, or four
beats as one unit. The length La corresponding to a beat
ranges from 27 to 45 video frames as the tempo ranges
from 80 to 135.

• L-fixed method: the vectors are aggregated within vari-
ous fixed-length units. The length L of one unit is 20,
40, 60, ..., or 500 video frames.

Each method calculates a unit-level feature vector for
every unit in the video. It calculates the mean vector and
standard deviation vector (126 dimensions each) among
body motions from the nstart-th to nend-th video frames
of every unit and concatenates those vectors into the 252-
dimensional unit-level vector of the k-th unit ṽ(i)(k).

In the third step, each method calculates a window-level
feature vector. We use five different window lengths to
aggregate unit-level feature vectors into a window-level one
to see how many video frames are necessary to identify a
dance genre. The window-level feature vector is obtained by
concatenating all unit-level vectors ṽ(i)(k) within a window
of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 units, respectively. The window is then
shifted by 1 unit to obtain the next window-level feature
vector. We thus obtain five different window-level feature
vectors.

In the fourth step, we prepare four baseline methods
by combining adaptive or L-fixed methods with LSTM-
based or SVM-based models. Each method classifies every
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Figure 3. Overview of four baseline methods for dance-motion genre-classification task: (1) L-fixed method with LSTM-
based model, (2) L-fixed method with SVM-based model, (3) adaptive method with LSTM-based model, and (4) adaptive
method with SVM-based model.

Figure 4. Comparison of the genre-classification accuracy
of the L-fixed method with the LSTM-based model with
regard to different combinations of the number of frames per
unit and the number of units. Blank indicates that combined
size of frames exceeds the length of video.

window-level feature vector into the 10 dance genres. For
the LSTM-based model, we use a bi-directional recurrent
neural network (RNN) with one layer of LSTM [39] cell.
The network outputs a 10-dimensional one-hot vector rep-
resenting dance genres. A rectified linear unit activation
function is applied to the output of the LSTM. Batch normal-
ization is applied to the output layer of the dense layers. We
use cross entropy as the loss function and a batch size of 10.
We train this model with a learning rate of 5e− 4 through
100 epochs and record the trained model at the minimum
validation loss. This model is implemented in PyTorch [57].
For the SVM-based model, we first obtain 200-dimensional
vectors by using principal component analysis to reduce the
dimension of the training data, then train the SVM model.
Finally, we estimate the dance genre of every window-level
feature vector in a video by using these two models.

5. RESULTS

To answer RQ1 in Section 4, we investigated the accuracy
of dance-motion genre classification using three-fold cross-

validation (each fold used a different dancer for the test set).
We first calculated the ratio of the correct estimation for
every dance genre, then averaged over genres to obtain the
genre-classification accuracy. The best genre-classification
accuracy was 91.4% when we used the L-fixed method
with the LSTM-based model where the number of frames
was 60 and the number of units was 32. In this dataset, we
found that dance genres can be estimated with relatively
high accuracy. In the case of the L-fixed method with the
SVM-based model, however, the best accuracy was dropped
to 84.0%.

To answer RQ2 in Section 4, we analyzed the genre-
classification accuracy when the number of frames per unit
and the number of units were changed as shown in Figure
4. We found that dance-motion genre classification can be
executed with an accuracy of 56.6% by using only 0.67 sec
corresponding to 40 frames (20 frames per unit × 2 units)
of a video. This was much shorter than we expected.

To answer RQ3 in Section 4, we conducted an analysis
by creating a confusion matrix for the L-fixed method with
the LSTM-based model and found that krump is relatively
easy to estimate and house is relatively difficult to estimate.
We also found that the estimation performance depends on
the number of frames per unit and the number of units to
calculate the input to the classifiers. With a small number
of frames and units, street jazz and ballet jazz were easily
confused by the classifier and the estimation accuracy of
house dropped. This can be understood from the fact that
street jazz and ballet jazz contain similar poses and house
contains many movements that are commonly found in
other dance genres, such as simple lateral movements.

To answer RQ4 in Section 4, we confirmed that the
highest accuracy of the adaptive method using musical beats
was 83.4% and that of the L-fixed method was 91.4%, both
with the LSTM-based model. In the case of the adaptive
method with the SVM-based model, the best accuracy was
further dropped to 80.7%. In this way, the preliminary
answer to RQ4 was not positive. Since there would be
much room for improvement when using beat positions, we
leave this for future research.
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Dance information processing

As shown in Figure 5, dance information processing can
be classified into four categories: (a) dance-motion analy-
sis, (b) dance-motion generation, (c) dance-music analysis,
and (d) dance-music generation. The goal of (a) dance-
motion analysis is to automatically analyze every aspect of
dance motions including dance-motion genre classification,
dancer identification, dance-technique estimation, structural
analysis of choreographies, and dance-mood analysis. A
typical research topic of (b) dance-motion generation is
to automatically generate motions for dance robots and
computer-graphics dancers so that their motions can be
natural and indistinguishable from human motions. As de-
scribed at the beginning of this paper, research related to
dance music, including (c) dance-music analysis and (d)
dance-music generation, has been popular in the MIR com-
munity. There is still room for improvements regarding
analyzing and classifying dance music in more depth and
generating dance music in various styles and for various
purposes.

Furthermore, our research community could investigate
various interactions between those categories as well as
advance each of the four categories. For example, we could
combine (a) dance-motion analysis and (c) dance-music
analysis. Analyzed dance motions would be helpful for
structural analysis of musical pieces in dance music videos.
Analyzed music structure could be used to analyze dance
motions in a context-dependent manner. Another interest-
ing topic of research is to find musical pieces suitable for
dance motions, which will be useful for developing auto-
matic DJ systems that recommend musical pieces suitable
for various dancers on dance floors and at dance events.
Analyzing the relationships between dance motions and
music in existing dance videos is also important to develop
systems for assisting people in creating and editing more at-
tractive music-synchronized videos. We could also combine
(a) dance-motion analysis and (b) dance-motion generation.
If three-dimensional dance motions can be accurately ex-
tracted from a large collection of existing dance videos, they
could be useful for automatic dance-motion-generation sys-
tems based on machine learning. If dance styles of dancers
can be analyzed and modeled, it could become possible to
transfer those styles to artificial computer-graphic dancers
or robot dancers.

Dance information processing will naturally use mul-
timodal dance information for different research top-
ics. There have been many related studies such as on
dance-practice support [3, 8, 11, 15, 16, 24, 36, 49, 68,
71], choreography-creation support [25, 59, 81], dance-
performance augmentation [6,9,10,13,26,27,31,38,45,56,
76,78], dance-group support and analysis [35,50,54,69,77],
dance archive [44, 58, 64, 83], dance performance align-
ment [21, 34], dance video editing [5, 41, 74], and dance-
style transfer [4]. We look forward to advances in this
emerging research field of dance information processing.

Figure 5. Overview of dance information processing.

6.2 AIST Dance Video Database

We believe that the AIST Dance DB will contribute to the
advancement of dance information processing as other re-
search databases have also contributed to the advancement
of their related research. In particular, this database will
advance research on dance-motion analysis (Figure 5). In
addition to the dance-motion genre-classification task we
discussed in this paper, it is possible to develop systems
that can classify dance videos into advanced dance, basic
dance, moving camera, and group dance, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Since various dancers dance to the same musical
pieces in this database, their individual differences can be
analyzed in depth, and such analyzed results could be use-
ful in developing dancer-identification systems. The basic
dance videos could be useful for analyzing subtle individual
differences of motions since all the dancers have the same
basic motions. By using videos recorded from different
directions, systems that can recognize dance motions from
any direction could also be developed. As we illustrated
in Section 4.2, using image-processing technologies, such
as OpenPose, makes it possible to extract dance motions
from dance videos for use in machine learning for various
purposes including automatic dance-motion generation.

From the viewpoint of the MIR community, it is essen-
tial for the AIST Dance DB to include 60 pieces of dance
music in synchronization with dance motions. This will
lead to various research topics such as dance-music classifi-
cation with or without using dance motions, dance-motion
classification with or without using dance music, and de-
tailed multimodal analysis of the correlation between dance
motion and music. Furthermore, since this database is pub-
licly available, it can be used for designing benchmarks of
evaluating technologies.

7. CONCLUSION

The main contributions of this work are threefold: 1) we
built the first large-scale shared database containing original
street dance videos with copyright-cleared dance music, 2)
we proposed and discussed a new research area dance in-
formation processing, and 3) we proposed a dance-motion
genre-classification task and developed four baseline meth-
ods. We hope that the AIST Dance DB will help researchers
develop various types of dance-information-processing tech-
nologies to give academic, cultural, and social impact.
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